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DAVID DETTINGER

A

struggling with technical reports-my own and others-first at
Wheeler Laboratoriesandcurrentlyatthe
MITRE Corporation. Experiencehasconvinced me that when an engineer is
under pressure toproduceareport,
he wants specifics, not

THE TITLE
OUTLINE
THE
1) Start with an outline. Fight off the temptat,ion to start
1) Write down every word that applies to the topic.
draftingwithout one. Or, if you’ve already startedwithout
2) Select a minimum number, based onthe
following
one, go back and reconstruct it as soon as you find yourself in
objectives.
trouble.
a) Convey the essence (general area, specific feature,
2) You’ll dobetterwithtwooutlines:one
brief, one
nature of the work done), Don’t strive for absolute accuracy;
detailed.
just don’t be inaccurate.
3) The first one should have just main section headings. It
b) Make sure thereport
is retrievable. Thinkabout
really matters whether it makes good sense, so expose it to a
typical filing categories.
tough critic early in the game. Nothing is more frustrating than
3) Don’t claim the world. The chances are that someone
to find yourself corning down the home stretch and wishing
else has already treated the subject.
you’d thought to structure thewhole report differently. (Have
4) Arrange thewordsattractively.
Avoid a jaw-breaking
you ever considered outlining the final report your first day on
series of nouns and adjectives. Try a few prepositions instead.
the job? It could change your entire approach.)
(This suggestion applies throughout the report.)
4) The second outline fleshes out the first, getting the gist
5) This process worksbestfor
me when I do it ona
down by using phrases for paragraphs and words forsentences.
blackboard.
You’ll find it’s much easier to sequence these notations than it
is to cut, paste, and rework draft
material. It makes a good
The author is w i t ht h e
M I T R E Institute,aneducationalentity
place for reminders, too; mark the figures and tables right on
w i t h i n t h e M I T R E Corporation, Bedford, M A .
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it.Thisdetailedoutline
willbe especiallyvaluable if your
writing process hasto be interrupted.
5) Don’t throw either outline away.unti1 the report issues.
THE ABSTRACT
1) Think of the abstract as a substitute for the report for a
busy reader. Tell him asmuch as youreasonably can.
2) As a logical consequence of l), the abstract should never
begin with the words, “This report . . . ”
3) The length of the abstract should be proportional to the
length of the report, but never less than three sentences nor
more than a full page.
4) Thefirstsentenceshouldexpandthereporttitle
to
include all the words youmanaged to delete.
5) The next sentence should state why the work was done,
in case the first sentence didn’t.
6) From here on it’s free style, but it’s essential to tell the
reader what you did, where it fits in, and what contribution it
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makes, plus the most significant product if it can be briefly
stated. This all can be covered in the space prescribed.
7) Whatever youdo,maketheabstractattractive.
Aside
fromthe‘title,here’syourbestchance
toattract readers.
Mention related applications of your work, or hint at them;
you never know what you mighttrigger.
THE INTRODUCTION
1) This is not a substitute for the report, and so should not
echo the abstract. Presumably, the reader has by now decided
to read the report.
2) TheIntroduction
may openwiththewords,“This
report , . ,” but there is usually a more attractive way to lead
off.
3) Here’s the place forcontext,relation
to priorwork,
generalobjective,andapproach.(Even
if you didn’thavea
systematic approach, invent one for the reader’s benefit; he’ll
finditeasier
toabsorbyour
ideas.) Don’t be cryptic.Re-

.

4) Your chances of carrying the reader along on your train
of thought will improve if you not onlytell him what’s in
subsequent sections but outline the logical flow.
5) If theintroductionrunsbeyondtwo
pages, consider
breaking out the substantive parts into additionalsections.

THE BODY
1) Here’s where every engineer does his best work. He’s on
home territory, and communicates well. Here are a few hints.
2) Hold back on referring to a figure/tableuntil you’ve
told the reader whatever he should look for. Once you hand
him the number, he’s gone, and you may never get him back ,
to explain further. Whatever you do, neuer start a paragraph
with a figure/table number.
3) Don’t expectthetypistto
improve yourproduct.It
won’t happen. You have to do your own spelling and punctuating.
4) Along with the Acknowledgments and Reference worksheets, start a style sheet at the outset, where you list special
words and definitions withexactformand
spelling. In that
way you’ll have a better chance of achieving consistent usage.
And here’s one place where the typist can help you-that style

sheet wili bea
boon in finaltyping.Thistechnique
is
especially important in the case of multiplevolumes and/or
multiple authors.
5) Themorecareyoutake
in structuring paragraphs,
introducing your ideas, transitioning logically, etc., the better
your chances of holding the reader.
FIGURES AND TABLES
1) Every reader I’ve talked with prefers that each figure/
table immediately follow the first reference to it in the text or
(ideally) face the corresponding text.
2) Putfigures/tablesonpagesseparatefromthetext,
otheiwise retyping or repaging may create a painful dilemma.
3) Make the figureltable first, and write the
text with the
figure/table lying in front of you. Be sure you use the same
words,andbesureyoudon’tsaythefigureltableindicates
something that it doesn’t.
4) Put the figureltable number beside its title, and put all
the titles in a standard location so that the reader can locate
them instantly.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
1) Here’s an unparalleled opportunity to solidify relationships, win friends, and enlist advocates.
2) Atthefirstrealizationthatyou
aregoing to writea
report, iabel a sheet of paper “Acknowledgments” and start
keeping notes. You’ll be amazed at the substantial or marginal
help you received and want toacknowledge.
3) Followthissequence:a)yoursponsor;
b) outside
sources (companies or agencies); c) other departments; and d)
your cd-workers.
4) Avoidclichessuch as “without whose help. . . Be
specific, or keep it simple.
5) Never
acknowledge
secrethrial support unless it’s
obviouslycritical t o theformat,orsome
special case. The
reader will be turned off.

.”

REFERENCES
1) Various formats have been developed to make retrieval
easy.Pick oneyou like, and stick to it. Be sure it includes
author, date, classification.
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2) Decide on a sequence. I prefer to list them in the order
inwhich theyoccur in thetext.An
alternative is chronological,whichshows
the scholarlyreader that you’ve done
your homework. If you can make the two coincide, all the
better.
3) Some editors prefer that references be shown in the text
as footnotes. However, that practice reduces your flexibility
and introduces typing problems. It’s safest to show them as
superscripts or as “(Reference N).”
4) As with Acknowledgments, start a list of references at
the outset of work. You’ll be surprised how many you use.
5) Considera separate bibliography of related reading. It
adds extra value to the document and therefore increases the
likelihood that the reader will retain it.
THE ENDING
Don’t stopwhen you’ve once presented your message.
Think carefully as to how you wish toendyourreport.
Remember that there are some readers who jump directly to
the final pages,And every reader wants a crisp review that
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wraps up what he’s read and that confirms theimpression he’s
alreadydrawn. Thestructuring of Results,Conclusions, and
Recommendations is generally governed by the work content,
and so there’s no universal formula. However, there’s one
suggestion I’d like to offer.
When all is done and ready to go to the printer, reread the
very last sentence and ask yourself whether it leaves the reader
with
the impression you
want him to carry
away.
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